Thanks for a Generation of Leadership
Alice Liberty shuffles onto a new line with her retirement.
Submitted by Marian O’Shea with photos by Jim O’Shea.

Alice Liberty has finally hung up her line dancing teaching
shoes after eighteen years. So many ladies – and some men
too – enjoyed her lessons at the North Kawartha Community
Centre. She always showed such enthusiasm and energy, and
every one of us who came week after week will remember
her ever-present smile. Alice’s patience was a hallmark of
her lessons, as she went over and over the steps for those
dancers who needed more instruction.
We will always remember the Breast Cancer fundraisers
Dancing for Hope, where other dancers came to join the
Apsley group. Christmas parties, too, were another highlight.
We all have many happy memories.
On behalf of all the line dancers, We all Thank You, Alice.
Photos below: Alice shows the group’s fundraising total as of
2015 and at the bottom is a group of dancers from Dancing
for Hope.
Line dancing is a form of physical fitness that may benefit participants by lowering their blood pressure and helping with their
balance. It’s also a great opportunity to socialize with a group of
people who all love doing the same thing.

Thank-You
Thanks to OPP Officers Greg + Mike for their help to
get the two turkeys (donated by Sayers) over to the
Swiss Bear Restaurant who cooked the turkeys and
prepared all the trimmings for our Christmas Luncheon. Also, we have more thanks to the two officers
for delivering the prepared meal to Whispering Pines
on Wednesday, December 12th – which was enjoyed
by all of our residents and a number of guests including the two delivery officers.
Also, thanks to Rita Loyst who coordinated this event
and her small, but mighty team of helpers.
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